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31 January 2018      

Senate Finance and Public Administration Committees 
PO Box 6100 
Parliament House 
Canberra ACT 2600 

By email only: fpa.sen@aph.gov.au 

Dear Committee Secretariat 
 
Hate Speech and The Marriage Survey (Additional Safeguards) Act 2017 (Cth) 

 

The  LGBTI  Legal  Service  (Service)  thanks  the  Committee  Members  for  considering  our 

submission to the Senate Standing Committees on Finance and Public Administration inquiry 

into arrangements for the postal survey and the opportunity to provide feedback. 

 

We have focused our submission on Terms of Reference: 

 

(e)  ‘Protections against offensive, misleading or  intimidating material or behaviour, 

especially towards affected communities’; and  

(h) ‘All aspects of the conduct of the collection and related matters’. 

 

The  Service  is  a  non‐profit  community‐based  legal  service  operating  in Queensland,  and 

provides legal advice, information and education regarding LGBTI legal issues. The Service is 

also active in law reform and awareness activities pertinent to the LGBTI community. During 

the marriage  law  survey  period,  the  Service  ran  a  Like  Love  project  to monitor,  collect 

information on, and assist individuals to take action in respect of vilification against the LGBTI 

community. The Service was informed of close to 270 incidences of possible vilification, and 

planned  to  pursue  these  matters  within  the  Safeguards  Act  framework.  The  Service 

encountered several barriers in bringing complaints under the Safeguards Act, particularly in 

relation to standing, exposure to costs and certain administrative difficulties. 

 

The Commonwealth Government enacted the Marriage Survey (Additional Safeguards) Act 

2017 (Cth) (Safeguards Act) to provide safeguards to the Australian community in relation to 
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and throughout the period of public debate preceding the Government’s same sex marriage 

survey.  The  Safeguards Act  had  among  its  express  objectives:  promoting  the  integrity  of 

survey  responses,  ensuring  proper  and  respectful  debate  regarding marriage  laws;  and 

providing groups and individuals the ability to hold and express views about the laws without 

vilification.  The  Safeguards  Act  creates  a  series  of  civil  offences,  including  for  vilifying, 

intimidating or threatening harm to a person for expressing or holding a particular view, or 

for the person’s religion, sex, gender identity, or intersex status. 

 

The Service  considers  that  the policy objectives of  the Commonwealth Government were 

frustrated by flaws in both the design and implementation of the Safeguards Act. 

 

Standing and Attorney‐General Approval of “Notifying Entities” 

 

To bring any action under the Safeguards Act, parties were subject to specific procedural and 

substantive  restrictions  in addition  to  the general  requirements of  the Regulatory Powers 

(Standard Provisions) Act 2014 (Cth). The Safeguards Act included a “notifying entity” concept, 

which captured two broad groups: one, prospective communicators of marriage law survey 

material; and two, prospective applicants for a civil penalty order for a contravention of the 

Act. Whether a person or group was a notifying entity was to be determined by the Attorney‐

General, subject to the definition in the Safeguards Act. Notifying entity was defined broadly, 

but only in relation to prospective communicators. As indicated in legal advice to the Service, 

it was unclear whether the Service would be a valid notifying entity for the purpose of a civil 

penalty application.  

 

The Commonwealth Government produced an application form for prospective civil penalty 

applicants. The threshold question for the form was whether the person completing the form 

is a notifying entity, but  the  form did not provide or  refer  to any supplementary material 

clarifying the concept. Given the legal uncertainty of the Safeguards Act, such guidance would 

have been valuable. The Service’s prospective applications were delayed by the need to seek 

legal  advice  on  the  meaning  of  notifying  entity.  Further,  the  Service  understand  from 

conversations with other community stakeholders that groups and individuals who could not 

obtain legal advice were delayed or deterred in pursuing matters under the Safeguards Act 

because of this uncertainty. 

 

As flagged in the legal advice to the service, the broadness of the notifying entity concept (as 

it relates to communicators) also complicated any assessment of whether material was within 

the ambit of the Safeguard Act.  
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Costs Exposure Prohibitive of Action 

 

The Safeguard Act seeks to strengthen existing legal protections for individuals and groups of 

individuals who are vilified, intimidated or threatened because of their personally held views, 

or because of their status as a member of the LGBTI community. As the Service understand it, 

the Act seeks (among other things) to provide persons with a greater degree of agency to take 

action against this conduct than they would already have (or consider themselves to have). If 

this  is an accurate expression of  the Safeguard Act’s purpose,  the Service consider  that a 

broader  range  of  remedies  should  have  been made  available  to  aggrieved  parties.  Civil 

penalty orders under the Safeguard Act require application to the Federal Court, and with this 

come  significant  costs.  The  additional  protections  legislated  by  the  Commonwealth 

Government would have had more  impact  if  the  Safeguard Act provided,  for example,  a 

procedure for persons to notify and seek to resolve grievances without applying to the court.  

 

The Safeguard Act should also have modified the  laws relating to cost orders made by the 

Federal  Court  on  the  conclusion  of  civil  penalty  proceedings  under  the  Act.  The 

Commonwealth Government clearly foresaw that many would‐be applicants under the Act 

would be individuals and community organisations. The prospect of adverse cost orders was 

a major deterrent to these groups in considering action under the Safeguard Act. The Service 

recognise  that adverse  cost orders are an  important mechanism  for minimising vexatious 

claims. However, the requirement to obtain Attorney‐General approval was clearly designed 

to  allow  vexatious  claims  to  be  dispensed  with  without  calling  on  the  Federal  Court’s 

resources. With  this  protection  in  place,  the  Government  should  have  taken  action  to 

minimise  the  risks  and  burden  associated  with  community‐initiated  litigation.  The 

Government could have done this by: 

 

● Subsiding the litigation costs of approved applicants; 

 

● Making a commitment to prosecute cases on behalf of approved applicants; or 

 

● Legislating to modify the usual rule that ‘costs go with the case’. 

 

Administrative Restrictions and Delay 

 

Decisions of the Attorney‐General on whether a person or organisation was a notifying entity, 

and whether a person could apply for a civil penalty, were excluded from judicial review. This 

may  have  been motivated  by  political  expediency,  specifically  the  desire  to  contain  the 

marriage equality debate and  its fallout to the prescribed period under the Safeguard Act. 
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Regardless, precluding  judicial review was a remarkable decision given the potential harm 

wrought by the marriage equality debate on members of the community. The potential for 

harm is evident in the material collected throughout the Like Love project (sample attached). 

 

I  urge  the  Committee  to  consider  these  submissions  and  ensure  that  the  Australian 

Government never again undertakes a divisive postal survey as a method of determination 

on the fundamental human rights of its citizens.  

Kind regards 

 
 

 

Thomas Clark 
Law Reform Director 
LGBTI Legal Service 
E reform@lgbtilegalservice.org P 0401 491 739 

 
 
Contributors: Harrison Turner 





Website (general)

Changing the Marriage Act will only remove more human rights than 
protect those we think we're helping "....." Parents can expect state 
interference when it comes to moral values. Parenting and education and 
not just in schools. The government might have access to your home to 
supervise you as the parent to judge your suitability and if the government 
doesn’t like what you are teaching your children, they will attempt to 
remove them from your home. Even if school teachers were to debate this, 
they might lose their jobs for thinking politically incorrect thoughts."..."So 
what will this mean for normal everyday people who just want to raise 
their children in a normal natural environment? Firstly it might be 
considered discrimination to say that marriage is between man and a 
woman or that every child should know and be raised by his own biological 
married parents and you can be prosecuted under new laws with tens of 
thousands of dollars in legal fees. New hate speech laws will be introduced. 
The political leftists and social justice warriors will call you racist, a bigot 
and a homophobe and because your beliefs, values and political opinions 
are different from theirs, you risk losing your professional license, job or 
business and even your children."........."Canada’s reality is a warning: 
wherever marriage is redefined, parents have their rights trampled, and 
their children’s upbringing controlled by the state. As the marriage war 
rages on, we must ask ourselves: are we prepared to face the 
consequences? Or will we refuse to hand our beloved country and children 
to radical, ideological tyrants?

All these problems start as direct result of changing the definition of 
Marriage."...."We have unsafe schools in Australia taking us on a journey 25 - Sept-2017

New

News article outlining homophobic material circulating since 
announcement of marriage vote - about an anonymous letter posted in 
Sydney raged against “abnormal same-sex marriage” and called gay people 
“cutting off genitals terrorists”
It made absurd claims, including that the equalisation of marriage would 
lead to homosexual “brainwashing” of children in schools, and forced 
gender transitioning. ; Photo of a Melbourne poster with a child cowering 
from two people holding rainbow coloured belts stating "92% of children 
raised by gay parents are abused, and 51% have depression"; Also 
references a poster stating "A vote for gay marraige is a vote for child 
abuse" 17 - Sept - 17

Facebook post
The Same Sex Marriage is not just about letting gay people marry. It will 
also reduce rights and freedoms for everybody else. 18 - Sept - 17

Facebook post
I wanna get my cousins and my mates and go on fag patrol like we did 
when we were teens 18 - Sept - 17

Facebook post Text "It's ok to vote no" w/ image of two naked men with children 17 - Sept - 17

Twitter post

Tweet: Melbourne CBD has been splattered up with ~100 posters. 
Pedophilia, and it's more widely accepted cousin, homosexuality, MUST be 
opposed" with photos of poster saying "Gay couples are over thirty times 
more likley to molest children. Gay marriage enables paedophilia. Stop the 
fags." 25 - Sept - 2017

LGBTI Legal Service Inc

Like Love - Record of Vilifying Material



Website (general)

With the new plebiscite vote coming up and all the discussion surrounding 
it, we decided to spread some facts surrounding the issue of 
homosexuality. Facts that most people simply do not know, either because 
it is not presented to them on TV, or they do not want to know as it’s 
uncomfortable and shatters their flimsy, feel-good worldview.

This poster was stuck up all around Melbourne CBD, including Swanston 
street outside of RMIT and the headquarters of the Labor party in 
Melbourne, who are one of the biggest promoters of the homosexual 
agenda. This really got under the skin of many faggots in Melbourne, who 
raised a big stink about it online. They proclaimed the facts to be false 
despite the evidence provided in our twitter post which has many other 
interesting facts as well, such as the staggering promiscuity, rates of 
domestic violence, substance abuse and mental illness among homosexual 
‘couples’. Fortunately, they also have a much higher rate of suicide 
compared to normal people.

26 - Sept - 2017

Twitter post

Tweet: "Some our our material was put up around the University of 
Tasmania and surrounding areas" with images of poster saying: 16% of 
sodomites have attempted suicide, up to 50% of trans 'people' have 
attempted suicide...Join your fellow faggots with image of person shooting 
self in head 25 - Sept - 2017

Video/animation

Video showing AR members postering homophobic messages. Also tweeted 
link stating "Here is the new link for our latest video: 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/mn7bhBgaWr0x/ … (vidme took the last 
one down)" 26 - Sept - 2017

Twitter post

Tweet with image saying  "Gay couples are over thirty times more likley to 
molest children. Gay marriage enables paedophilia. Stop the fags." and 
tweet: "The original image, as well as the source, containing more 
information on homosexual abuse of children...." 26 - Sept - 17

New
Rainbow flags around Dutton Park / Woolloongabba had swastikas 
spraypainted on them 25 - Sept - 17

Other Poster saying Life or death? Family or faggotry? 25 - Sept - 17
New House stoned and two houses painted with nazi symbols 26 - Sept - 17

Facebook post

Why can't we just give the poofters and weirdos their own island and let 
them do what they want instead of trying to chage the meanings of words 
and society (which hundreds of thousands of people have died to protect) 
Oh I see, they need heterosexuals because you can't reproduce rubbing 
your penis against your boyfriends penis...this is the beginnig of the end. 21 Sept

Facebook 
comment

Ruth Gardner: You realise that Nazis killed gay people. That they were 
responsible for genocide and many other atrocities. Do you think about 
how insulting that is to assoicate thelgbti community with Hitler? Have a 
wee think and then reconsider who out of you and me is being facist. I just 
want the same legal protections under the law as you.  
Dan Ashlin: Bring back Hitler then. 26 September 2017

Facebook 
comment

Well rest assure Judy... that when your pet minority takes over, youre all 
getting rooftopped... and no that's not some devient term for having 
homosex... thats where you are getting lauched off the seventeeth story for 
being a degenerate 25-Sep-17

Other Poster saying "Life or death? Family or faggotry?" 24 Sept

Facebook 
comment

A yes vote is a vote for pedophiles in schools. Everyone who votes Yes is 
directly responsible for any pedophiles infiltrating schools via the Safe 
Schools Trojan horse. 27 Sept 17

LGBTI Legal Service Inc

Like Love - Record of Vilifying Material



Facebook 
comment

"WHAT UTTER BULLSHIT? The very thought of two
males pennetrating Each other's Rectum then trying
to pass it off as some God-given RIGHT & EQUALITY
y
THEN to turn around & DEMAND .afriage rights?
That they FORFEITED the very 1st
Time they saw fit to COMMIT their un-natural ,
depra,Disgusting, filthy ACT? & STOP TRYING TO
ABOMINATE the English language??" 19-Sep-17

Website (general)

"So this question arose when I was having with a few people who share 
beliefs in fascism and primarily national socialism: If such a state rose, what 
should be done about homosexuals? Ideas bounced around such as Putin 
style "Anti-Gay Propaganda" laws, execution or forced labor. What do 
some of you believe the correct means of dealing with faggotry are? I 
personal believe in execution due to the threat of homosexuality when it 
comes to the family and the lasting existence of the white race." 25 Sept 17

Website (general)

"Obviously any type of faggotry must be outlawed unequivocally. Any high 
profile faggots must be executed on live TV. Non-white faggots of any kind 
must be executed. Any type of faggots within our race should either be 
sent to rehabilitation facilities or executed going on a case by case basis." 25 Sept 17

Facebook 
comment

"Dahhh HELLO? There is NOTHING MANLY about a
Sexually depraved Male, SODOMIZING another Male?
To EVERY UNFIT PARENT? The sooner you all die
from a STD? The lesser & cheaper the chance of
killing the inocent ? WHY DO THE REMAINDER of us
HAVE TO SUFFER & PAY FOR YOU? This is what
happens when your Government looses control?
Overtaken by the MEDIA & MINORITY GROUPS OF
BORED Anti-MALE LESBIANS. (Dirty Bitches) G.
Dixon." 19-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

"HEARD a man say on the Media? Gay Marriage WON'T
affect him?COULDN'T BE MORE WRONG? WE WILL
ALL PAY MATE? Just wait for their 1st of MANY
CLAIMS on the Taxpayer's Purse? Mainly MEDICAL??
Then tell me how it WON'T AFFECT YOU? You
obviously haven't got the mental power nor a
responsible, Caring Parent. I challenge ANY /ALL
DEPRAVED HOMOSEXUALS to swear on OATH that
"They DO NOT ENGAGE IN ANUL SEX/Penetration?
Including the despicable ORAL/ANUL SEX? & Call
their LUST FOR IT? LOVE? THESE LESS THAN
ANIMALS Sewerage Rats HAVE FORFEITED ANY.
CLAIM TO RIGHTS? & Will NEVER BE EQUAL to
RESPONSIBLE people? G. Dixon." 19-Sep-17

LGBTI Legal Service Inc

Like Love - Record of Vilifying Material



Facebook 
comment

"The sexually mentally ill should be treated for who
they are? NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FORCING YOUR
SICKNESS UPON MY COUNTRY? To the SAME
OUTCOMES THAT MUSLIMS & ISLAM has BEEN
COMMANDED & they have VOWED to NEVER STOP
killing ALL INFIDELS ( that's you & me & our kids) until
you FOLLOW & OBEY ISLAM? The MEDIA misfits
ALREADY CONTROL MY HOME COUNTRY? LEAST
WE FORGET HAS ALREADY BEEN FORGOTTEN?
Disposable& Disgraceful to DISHONOUR the
HONOUR / FREEDOM Our ANZACS PAID THE
ULTIMATE PRICE FOR? Only a DICKHEAD uses the
WRONG TOOL FOR THE WRONG JOB? 2x nuts OR 2 x
bolts? What utter, insulting BULLSHIT? 11 I hope you
ALL eat shit & die? "Just leave the REST of us alone?
G. Dixon" 17-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

"Try something FACTUAL? Can't tell the difference between a 'playground' 
& a SEWERAGE FARM ? OR believe the feelings of straight out sexual LUST 
is somehow LOVE? Then you are in dire need of MENTAL HEALTH? Let the 
ANUL CULT keep it in their bedrooms & alleys & STOP TRYING TO FORCE 
YOUR SEXUAL DEPRAVITY UPON THE REST OF THE NATION? & DEMANDING 
WE PAY FOR IT? Tying up our limited medical research (who are working on 
more deservedly germs, infections & cancers????)WASTING FUNDS 
DOLLARS? Delaying CURES? Keep your 'DEATH' to you & yours & GET A LIFE 
you selfish HOLLYWOOD DRUG ADDICTED SEWEAGE RAT? Mother Nature 
DOESN'T NEED the STUPIDITY / SEXUAL LUSTS of MAN? Nor this Planet? 
Only Man needs this Planet??? G. Dixon. dickosan3@gmail.com?" 17-Sep-17

Website (general)

"My personal view is that they should be put to death, but some may 
believe that certain individuals could be more useful in work camps. 
Depending on the circumstances I don't think I would have a problem with 
this. Regardless, the ultimate fate of every faggot probably won't be up to 
me. 

Also, you're going off the assumption that once rehabilitated, these 
individuals would be allowed to reproduce. I can't see anyone in here 
thinking that this would be acceptable under any circumstances." 25-Sept-17

LGBTI Legal Service Inc

Like Love - Record of Vilifying Material



Facebook 
comment

Senator. Where s the HONOUR BESTOWED UPON
ELDER of WISDOM? As we sink into the DEPTHS of
sexual Lust & depravity? What a "SLAP in the face '
for the exotic, sexy, beautiful, desirable REIAL Aussie
Woman? REPLACE the False Title of HONARABLE to
DISHONARABLE. So sad, for the 1st Politician's
preventable LOSS of their child????? to the Drug
addicted 'Sewerage Rats', not satisfied with the
AMPLE TOOLS? for satisfaction as provided by
Mother Nature!
Biggest NO VOTE is your totally 'SICK' fellow Political
& Sexual Misfits DICTATE (with Labour LEFTIST &
MEDIA support) that the rest of us be FORCED, not
only to run the STD Gauntlet AND PAY For the
Sexually depraved MARRIAGES??? AND INVOLVE
RAISING CHILDREN in their Sexually, mentally ill,
irresponsible ANUL CULT? You are about to make
LAW??? R. 'S. L. Should immediately STRIKE all
reference to 'LESS WE FORGET'???WHAT A
DISGRACEFUL, GUTLESS, HYPOCRITICAL JOKE?
Canberra has become? ENJOY your ignorance &
'orgies'? Mother Nature has suitable punishment in
store ? As she is presently displaying?
"If the cap fits"?? G. . Dixon" 1 sept 17

Facebook 
comment

"Politician's Sexual Lust & depravity? Dear Senator.
Mind if I hold this Parliament accountanle for the
lustful totally (Preventable ) STD Based Genocide of
entire future, young generations of Aussies. Get rid of
the title 'Honourable'. I personally hold Every
'Sewerage Rat homosexual Politician (spawned by the
Communistic Labour Party) who strive to divide &
destroy my Country? Bring down our elected
Government ?@ ANY COST.??" Screenshot is cut in half 1 sept 17

Facebook 
comment

"We rely upon Mother Nature? She DOES NOT NEED
the GREED, Sexually depraved & irresponsibility of
self inflicted 'death sentence of a MINORITY, Media
campaign? Call it LOVE & FORCE the MAJORITY TO
FINANCE the SEWERSGE RSTS ? And have the gall to
attempt to LEGALIZE SODOMY & 'BUGGARY?
Politicians will not wake-up until they EXPLAIN @ The
funeral of their OWN CHILD??Try selling your
BULLSHIT to any VICTIM @ the hands of a
homosexual Priest , Coach, Youth trainer? VOTE 1 for
follow the DRUG ADDICTED HOLLYWOOD, Leader &
just another WESTERN POOFTER NATION? What a
'SLAP in the face for All the REAL DESIRABLE AUSSIE
WOMAN? As Nature intended? G. Dixon" 09-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

Voting YES on plebicite supports hidden pedophile agenda... Vote NO for 
the sake of our children. 25-Sep-17

Website (general)

"All faggots must die because they go against natural order, you can't force 
something that isn't apart of natural order into it. Faggots are genetic dead 
ends and nature didn't want them in the first place."

25-Sept-17

Website (general)

"Most if not all faggots should be killed off for our greater people. Purging 
of degenerates is an obvious task that must be taken. If we want to be 
complicated and say there must be exceptions you must not see the 
greater picture. A better character in general collectively is something to be 
sought greatly always." 25-Sept-17

LGBTI Legal Service Inc

Like Love - Record of Vilifying Material



Facebook 
comment

A photo detailing the 'misplaced pride' of the LGBTI community, supported 
by false statistics. 26-Sept-17

Twitter post

Images of poster saying: 16% of sodomites have attempted suicide, up to 
50% of trans 'people' have attempted suicide...Join your fellow faggots with 
image of person shooting self in head 26-Sept-17

Blog post

Western freedom is under imminent threat. The enemy is at the gates, they 
have gained control of education, universities, media, political parties. It 
will be a long and draining battle to regain lost ground, but it will be done, 
as it has been done throughout all previous attacks.

Our forefathers fought bad ideas and ideologies last century so we could be 

free today. We have taken this freedom for granted.  Please defend 
Australia against the bad ideological experiment of today, the anti-freedom 
rainbow ideology imposing intolerant changes on our society such as same-
sex "marriage," homosexual promotion, recruitment and indoctrination at 
schools, and gender confusion.

Encouraging the normalization of homosexual sex acts, especially to 

children, by changing Australian marriage laws does not serve the public 
good in any way, nor does it benefit our nation's children. 27-Sept-17

Facebook 
comment

"We have been given a penis or a vagina for a reason and it is not just for 
peeing, the anal passage has 1 job, how hard is that to understand, if you 
are gay, then there is a chemical imbalance in your brain hence the leftism 
you are leaving on this society as you don't think like us "normal" people 
do, yet you preach that we are the weirdo's, gays are just the same as ISIS, 
fighting for a cause they believe in, 1 is with guns, 1 is without, LGBTISIS, 
meeh bring it bitches, let's hear your worst, I've had my say" 12-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

"I needed mental help when 2 of my so called mates (who were gay) kept 
making advances towwards me. When i said no they didn't like it so they 
drugged me & tried to rape me, I was blessed to have someone that knew 
what was going on & saved my life. Get off your high horse & stop behaving 
like guy (sic) people are innocent" 16-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

"Don't change what's not broke. a big NO From my family ETC. 
NOOOOOOOOO. it's not fair dinkum, you talk and keep pushing equaility, 
equal to what. not me THATS for sure, a male who has the need to kiss 
another man on the lips in public is offensive to me ! A male who has the 
need to have intrusive intercourse in an orifice , that is a germ ridden waste 
discharge canal of the human body is disgusting to me to have intercourse 
in a male on male is foul the same with gay women, the need of artificial 
penises, vibrators etc to get your rocks off is so artifical all above sexual 
functions are unnatural , false and fake . Today's society accept that there 
is homosexuality in our society , it's surely here ! But we must draw the line 
on your inroads into Same Sex Marriage. What next if you achieve the yes 
vote , who knows , maybe artificially conceived children or genetically 
altered eggs or sperm to have the perfect child as to your expectations, you 
are opening a BIG can of worms for the future of our society. Why change 
what has been wonderful for Centuries. it's pure ! It's NATURE a Man and a 
Woman under a Marriage Certificate , a Contract to live together and 
PRODUCE children ,, making a family and life together . EQUALITY You want 
,you will never be equal to a TRUE FAMILY, Children that have a Natural 
MOTHER and FATHER. AMEN. 16-Sep-17
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Facebook 
comment

"Voting No to hopefully protect youth from the mentally sick unnatural 
agenda driven perversion of homosexuality!!"

"If you really cared about the youth you would present both sides of the 
coin and discuss the negative affects of a homosexual lifestyle. Your job is 
to inform youth and make an educated choice not Drive home your own 
opinions and agenda on them. Homosexuality is a disease ridden lifestyle 
choice filled with mental illnesses and a very high rate of suicide = 
deterioration of the mind body and soul!" 17-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

"To all you yes voters here is another reason to vote NO Professor Gary 
Dowsett of Latrobe University have read of his manifesto states when the 
Yes SSM vote gets up they will fight for the rights of PAEDOPHILES so do 
you all want your children and grandchildren to be legall preyed upon by 
these sickoss? Have a read of the article" 17-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

"It's vaccines that are causing the imbalance of genetics, changing the DNA 
of people..!! There's a distinct difference between love & sexual acts or 
perversions..!! Now this safe schools is a bloody travesty, preying on the 
innocent..!! 17-Sep-17

Poster

"Only the illuminati, jewish media, sellout government, and homosexuals 
want gay marriage!! Wake up sheeple. Research the new world order 
sheeple baaaaahahaha" 03-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

"I'll be supporting the NO vote to SSM. Not only am I offended I am 
disgusted to see that pedophiles are beginning to have their say with 
impunity." 13-Sept-17

Facebook 
comment

"The logical fallacy in your reply is that the starting point is same sex 
marriage. It is not. This is a Marxist socialist agenda using the poor rainbow 
brigade as their useful idiots. The goal is the destruction of the family, 
because the family unit is the biggest obstacle to the spread of socialist 
doctrine, and the tyranny that will bring. That is why we see the leftist 
rentacrowd championing something most gays did not even ask for with 
violence, intimidation, vilification and bullying. Think about it...if we give in 
to this minority group, what will be next? Islam? Climate change? This has 
to be stopped here!" 18-Sept-17

Facebook 
comment

"Remember: a Yes vote is a vote for pedophiles in schools. Everyone who 
votes Yes is directly responsible for any pedophiles infiltrating schools via 
the Safe Schools Trojan horse." 18-Sept-17

Facebook 
comment

"We should be all on our kness praying and waging spiritual warfare against 
this evil regime and their cohorts." 18-Sept-17

Facebook 
comment

"It is war. Its a cultural war and knowing marxist history, they will 
eventually revert to their tried and tested methods of revolution. If we 
don't win this through debate, we'll be facing a violent insurrection from 
these people." 28-Sept-17

Facebook 
comment

"ABSOLUTELY SPOT ON TONY. AND we must fight back by voting "NO" to 
"SS RUBBISH" ~ not in the best interest of our children and definitely not in 
the best interest of OUR CLEAN SOCIETY. filth must never be accepted as 
part of our culture" 28-Sept-17

Facebook post
Video conflating same sex marriage with incest, arguing that love, 
committment and equality as a foundation for SSM is not logical 10-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

100% this is next
WE WERE WARNED.
“If, for instance, you were living in a society where heterosexuality is 
proscribed or prohibited and you were told that you had to get therapy to 
change your sexual orientation, you would probably say that that is slightly 
crazy. In other words, you would not accept that at all. I use this analogy to 
say that, yes indeed, pedophiles do not change their sexual orientation.” 
Contains link to story drawing links between homosexuality and 
paedophilia, with headline "That was FAST. Yesterday it was 'gay marriage', 
now look who wants equal rights." 10-Oct-17
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Facebook 
comment

Links with headlines: 'Paedophiles want human rights. THE HORROR!!!! 
Paedophiles about paedophilia' and 'P{aedophiles now demanding equality 
- now wanting their equal rights to marriage' 10-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Link to article w headline 'Paedophiles want equal rights after gay marriage 
is legalised in USA' 10-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

It's the gay dictatorship it's only going to get worse if get there own way! 
Save our kids from there vile ways. 10-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Vote not to Soddom and Gomorrah marriage lifestyles disgusting immoral 
perverse sex marriage originated from Soddom and Gomorrah vote no 10-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

John Connor most frequent HIV spreading troll on this page definitely one 
of the dumbers ones though 10-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

He's probably a pedo waiting for the laws to change so he can indulge in his 
vile disgusting behaviour 10-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

What a great chance for kids to see what being groomed is like. Some may 
even succeed. 06-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment Simply preparing them f.pr peophiles (sic)... its disgusting 06-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Stop using the word gay, it means something completely different than 
what they are . It means happy and joyful, not perverted. The same with 
the rainbow, it should not be the symbol of perverse lifestyle 23-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

Is there an option to commit suicide? That's the only thing I would want to 
do in a game where I am gay. 06-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Speak out you silent christians! You will see if you remain silent in front of 
danger. Learn lessons from other countries which agreed to same-sex, 
which opens the door to all disgusting sex with animals, with their own 
parents, computer, the dead, children and so on. This is the right time to 
arise and speak! 11-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment There are only 2 genders. the rest are mental disorders 06-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Has anyone did any research on pedophilia and gays? Results will surprise 
you. It's in plague proportions amongst gaus not necessarily in Australia but 
globally. 23-Jun-17

Facebook 
comment

Not to mention the Anal incontinence that most gays suffer from. When 
you see a old gay guy bet his wearing incontinence pants. Its designed to be 
an exit not a inlet. A maid i knew told me she dreaded goung into the 
bedroom of a homosexual couple to change sheets and clean she said it 
made her dry reach. Facts! 23-Jun-17

Facebook 
comment

Welcome to Australia where we'll happily paint rainbows while you rape 
and pillage us! 16-Mar-17

Facebook 
comment

The LGBT Alphabet freaks are a disease and people should be immunised 
from said disease. 16-Mar-17

Facebook 
comment

I can see some sick bloke putting on a dress, walking straight into a female 
show room near a pool or beach and raping a young girl before anyone 
realises what's going on :( 23-Jul-17

Facebook 
comment Next agenda, necrophilia advocates, pedophiles & beastiality! 24-Jul-17

Facebook 
comment

Adopting/hijacking children and indoctrinating them to make gay warriors 
for the Cause is not new. Like Isis, they are the modern version of the 
Mongol Turks, Nazis and Communists who kidnapped European kids to re-
educate them into their doctrines to become a Janissary army that would 
destroy their own culture and civilization. + Picture stating: "Janissary: A 
child captured/adopted by ideologies and indoctrinated to be a loyal 
soldier who fights to erase his own culture...' 24-Sep-17
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Facebook 
comment

You can no longer speak out. For fear of being labled and bullied. to 
demean the opposition into khiding is no better than Nazi's. They give nice 
names to programs and promote the worst of humanity and universities 
empower the narrative. The gates of Aushwits stated work will set you free 
safe schools anti facists black lives matter green party its all bullshit push 
back 14-Aug-17

Facebook 
comment

Babies today, nukes tomorrow. It's only a matter of time before the trans-
tanks run over your churches. mwuhahahahhahaha! 11-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment VOTE NO to sexual perversion 11-Oct-17
Facebook 
comment children of Satan (in reference to gay dads adopting a child) 11-Oct-17

Other

Caught an Uber from Cooparoo to Fortitude Valley, the group of people in 
the car began talking about the SSM plebicite and the driver, 'Peter', 
starting making derrogetory remarks about LGBTI people- including linking 
homosexuality to beastiality (people will have sex with donkeys and horses 
if we allow same sex marriage), linking child abuse to homosexuality, saying 
gays make up 0.001% of society and they are trying to destroy it and its not 
normaly. After being told one of the occupants of the car identified as 
LGBTI (Ben) he told him he had a sickness that needed to be cured (infront 
of his friends), he proceeded to call him unnatural and diseased. The 
incident was reported to Uber. 07-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

 I'll take my daughter out of school if this happens ....be fkd if she is going 
to be groomed by a mass pedophile syndicate ...dirty dogs all need a bullet 
...

20-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

Reality is that homosexuality is a psychological disorder, (i.e. male homos 
descriminate and have a phobia of females and vice versa) phobias are a 
psychological disorder. Same sex marriage is not something that normal 
people should have to bow to, nor should society be obliged to pander to 
the demands of a minority as a social experiment that would undoubtedly 
affect all members of society and particularly impact the future well being 
of the children of people who actually do procreate as nature intends. 11-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Homosexuality is one's personal choice, like being a Greene, vegan, or a 
UFO believer. Why does 2% of Australian's personal choice have to affect 
the other 98% of the population who obey the laws of nature? 11-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment Symbolically, homosexuality promotes the demise of the human race. 11-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

The 2016 Census results of same-sex figures, made up from both 
'homosexual de-facto' and declared ‘homosexual couples' show a total of 
46,774 couples. This represents only 0.38% of the nine million plus couples 
in the country. The question that really needs answering is how and why, 
can such a small minority of dysfunctional individuals influence and deceive 
the majority of normal Australians about this SSM issue? 11-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Good Christians cannot in all good conscience support something as evil as 
SSM. Jesus, the Christ, whom we get the name Christian from, said 
marriage was between a man and a woman. So by not supporting this 
abomination, we are in fact following Christ's example of openly calling sin 
what it is, and not glossing over the fact for the sake of their feelings 10-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

More of this crap. It's a sickness in these idiots. She looks completely insane 
and that makes her and the other publicly -recognized disillusioned people 
dangerous.

06-Aug-17
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Facebook 
comment

 Doesn't matter if he has Permission or not. The Photo isn't of real men 
because Real Men don't Kiss each other.

10-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

I don't care who or what they are Attracted to. If it's not a Female, it's 
nothing but pure filth.

10-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Why don't all you sick freaks get back in the closet where you belong and 
leave the rest of normal society alone. We don't want to know about your 
perverted sex acts, your debauched parades or anything else to do with 
your deviant lives. Shut up and go away. VOTE NO. 15-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Vote No to Sodom and Gomorrah marriage lifestyles disgusting imoral 
perverse sex vote no 13-Oct-17

Blog post

Since the redefinition of marriage in the United States, citizens have come 
to realise that the “equality campaign” was the public face for a much 
deeper agenda.

Not satisfied with redefining family and marriage --– cornerstones of 
society – or enforcing tyrannical social laws, activists from the LGBTI 
community continue to increase their demands.

What are those demands? An all or nothing approach to gender ideology: 
everyone must accept the full spectrum of the LGBTI movement, and those 
who do not are punished......Despite the “live and let live” mantra, which 
was cleverly trademarked for the equality campaign, there is nothing 
disinterested or tolerant about the movement. On the contrary, it has 
become obsessed with forcing people to accept their agenda, pushing 
gender ideology down the throats of the silent majority, and becoming 
irate when people fight back.

The Left has shown the totalitarian manner in which it exacts support, or at 
least silence, from everyday Americans. We’ve seen how lives were 
destroyed in the wake of the gay marriage debate, how many individuals 
were shouted down into submission by the side that proclaims itself to be 
“open-minded” and employed the slogans “No H8” and “Love Wins.” For 
many conservatives, including myself, the lesson has been learned.

Those who think that this epidemic has just taken hold of people in the 
United States are dead wrong. These incidents are not limited to a certain 16-Oct-17
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Blog post

Far from being an LGBTIQ advocacy group, the marriage equality campaign 
is a Trojan horse for an underlying, radical regime. In a movement that 
seeks to give totalitarian power to a select few, “equality” is an ironic 
misnomer.  

...
Think this is this just a reckless extrapolation? Think again: as Mark Latham 
of the Daily Telegraph points out, one look at the Safe Schools program 
proves otherwise.

Through neo-Marxist programs like Safe Schools and Respectful 
Relationships, radicals have infiltrated our education system.

They are trying to convince young people of the possibilities of gender 
fluidity: that at any time, boys can be girls and girls can be boys.

Prior to the fall of the Berlin Wall, Marxists tried to create political anxiety 
and rebellion through the economic system. Now they are trying to 
manipulate the identity and feelings of school students, to convince them 
nothing is fixed in this world, such as biological science.

...

The fact of the matter is that the silent majority of Australians don’t want 
gender ideology incorporated into the Marriage Act. However, as Mark 
noted above, this entire campaign is not really about what we want – it’s 16-Oct-17

Twitter post
"Vote no" to sodomite & flaming man hating stunt cock rimmers. Adoption 
rappist & sorrogate baby breeding. It opens flood gates to Hell. 16-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

if you voted YES to SSM, you are my mortal enemy and the enemy of all 
things FAMILY. the SSM say that they arent into this for to take away free 
speech, the rights to family and so much more, but we are seeing just the 
opposite, the left is a communist power and will do everything it can to 
destroy our freedoms. so be warned if you voted YES, you are going to 
regret it. i promise you, the only way to uphold the tradition of marriage as 
it was inteneded to be, is to vote NO. so tell your friends, tell your family of 
the consequences of this vote and what it will mean to them, and their 
children, and their children's children. 16-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

It's the children of these ss couples who are going to pay a heavy price also. 
They will be searching for their biological father or mother. They will be 
angry individuals who experienced a social experiment and their mental 
health issues will be through the roof 16-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

The same goes for 'yes' campaigners. I will not & can not support, condone, 
endorse using children in these vile & evil ways or manipulate their 
immature HIGHLY & EASILY influenced minds into thinking they are NOT ok 
as they are by giving them sly, insidious 'options' to explore. 16-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

The only religion that will be protected is Islam. They are in collusion with 
the Greens simply because it gets them into a more powerful political 
position. While they hate homosexuality, they want polygamy. Polygamy so 
that they can multiply in droves & overrun any country that has SSM 
legalised. Sharia law is guaranteed. Persecution of Christians & Jews is 
guaranteed. There is a more sinister plan behind the SS push for so-called 
"marriage equality". Wake up Australia! 16-Oct-17
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Facebook 
comment

If you vote yes, and this gets passed you can say ‘goodbye’ to the Australia 
you once knew and love! You can say ‘goodbye’ to your freedom of speech 
and thought, and to your parental rights over your own children, say 
‘goodbye’ to your children’s innocence, and ‘hello’ to their psychological 
damage. It is sabotage if the family and the true meaning of Marriage from 
the beginning of time - one man with one woman. 16-Oct-17

Blog post

Homosexuals, by their very nature, cannot procreate. So if they wish to 
expand their numbers, they can only do it by recruitment. And many of the 
more honest homosexual activists have told us that is exactly what they are 
doing. ... The militant homosexual lobby has told us in no uncertain terms 
just how they expect to overturn society, so we really ought to take 
seriously what they have told us....Many homosexuals speak of being 
introduced to the homosexual lifestyle by someone older, while they were 
still in their teens. 16-Oct-17

Blog post

Comments made by Christine Forster, a senior activist in the same-sex 
marriage campaign, confirm the gay lobby’s targeted pursuit of kids’ 
education, the Coalition for Marriage said today.

....

Ms Forster, a mother of four who has served on various school parent 
committees, said she personally didn’t think ‘children can be too young to 
be taught that we aren’t all the same’.

But since the survey began, and the controversial LGBTIQ sex and gender 
indoctrination program has come under increased scrutiny for its narrow 
focus on sexual diversity and gender fluidity, Ms Forster has stopped her 
Safe Schools advocacy, lest Australian mums and dads see a link between 
that and her advocacy of same-sex marriage.

In an op-ed in The Daily Telegraph on 14 September, Ms Forster was 
adamant to cover any links between her push for same-sex marriage and 
radical gender and sex education in schools, instead labelling any link 
between the two as spurious.

“We know that the push for same-sex marriage is also about gender 
fluidity. We have seen in so many countries overseas that radical LGBTIQ 
sex and gender education hits schools after same-sex marriage is legalised,” 
said Mr Shelton.

16-Oct-17

Facebook post

If the law is changed to include gay marriage, schools will be obliged to 
teach gay and lesbian sexual activity in the classroom. Radical programs like 
'Safe Schools' already teach kids about sexual activity and encourage sexual 
experimentation from a young age. Once gay marriage is legalised, 
programs like this will become widespread and even compulsory as has 
happened overseas..... Parents are already being cut out of the picture in 
Australia. Parental consent or even notification is not needed for readical 
gay sex education programs like 'Safe Schools', and South Australian school 
are allowed to help a child change their gender even if the parents object. 17-Oct-17

Website (general)

If homosexual ‘marriage’ is universally accepted, as the current step in 
sexual freedom, what logical arguments are there to refuse successive 
steps: incest, pedophilia, bestiality, and other forms of unnatural 
behaviour? Indeed, radical elements of certain avant garde subcultures are 
already advocating such aberrations. 17-Oct-17
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Website (general)

Are transgender (gender fluid) laws erasing biological men and women 
from the law? 
Arguably yes. It means that heterosexuals are only recognised in law by 
their gender identity appearance and mannerisms, etc.
 Gays and lesbians are only recognised in law by their appearance and 
mannerisms, etc.
 Gender fluid (transgender) anti-discrimination and marriage law erases the 
biological man and woman in law and culture. They erase the biological 
reality of being gay, lesbian, bisexual … and heterosexual. 17-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Vote “No!” to protect Australian children from Gay Porn Culture and Gay 
Rape Culture! 17-Oct-17

Twitter post

This is what these rainbow mobs do to children and they pushing thru their 
Pervertism into education system ||V-O-T-E -NO| and accompanying 
images of naked men with children 17-Oct-17

Twitter post Rainbow education manipulating children 17-Oct-17

Twitter post Absolutely Never agree with rainbow perv education to normal children 17-Oct-17

Twitter post
This is never ok,so sick disgusting these rainbow pervs manipulating kids for 
their sex acts/abuse ||V-O-T-E -NO|| 17-Oct-17

Facebook post VOTE NO FAGGOTS DIE (Swastika Symbol) 15-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Read the whole article, the decision to remove homosexuality from the list 
of psychological disorders was engineered by a biased group of homos 
using fake science and fallacy. Homosexuality is a psychological disorder. 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4771012/ 13-Oct-17

Twitter post
Total BS, these mental rainbow sickos have brainwashed youths of today 
||V-O-T-E -NO|| 17-Oct-17

Twitter post
Countries that have legalised gay marriage are ignoring the dangers of 
normilising pedophile behavior. Its urgent to #voteNO #auspol and image 17-Oct-17

Twitter post

#safeschools encouraging men and boys to wear girls dresses A pedophiles 
wet dream #voteNO to stop gay brainwashing #auspol #qanda #insiders 
and accompanying image 17-Oct-17

Facebook 
Comment

Kill It (refering to transgender persons- in the context of gender-
realignment surgery in the Australian Defence Force) 12-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment Rainbow Gleichschaltung? 13-Oct-17

Twitter post

Rainbow has been used by #voteyes advocates to promote physical 
assaults , pedophilia, suppress freedom of speech #voteNO #insiders 
#auspol 17-Oct-17

Twitter post
This is a child at a gay pride rally. The LGBT agenda seeks to normilise every 
form of degeneracy imaginable. (Video of child dancing at gay pride rally) 15-Oct-17

Twitter Comment Sick violent Rainbow Nazis. Reason to vote NO! 14-Oct-17

Facebook post
Video implying risk of sexual assault increases as a result of making 
bathrooms accessible to transgender people 15-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Same sex marriage destroys civilization.

Same sex marriage is similar to incest.

Same sex marriage is the union of people with similar bad habits generating 
epidemics. 16-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

proudly brought to us by the LGBT lobby - bringing us a little bit closer to 
Islamic Jihad every day .. .. 16-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

I will teach my kids that its a Mental illness & a Disease & no one will tell 
them other wise always was & always will be!!!!!!! 16-Oct-17
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Facebook 
comment

Vote 'No!" to protect Australian children from Gay Porn Culture and Gay 
Rape Culture! 16-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Filthy creatures wanting everyone to accept and normalise their disgusting 
bedroom fetishes why do we have to be forced see their filth displayed on 
posters in public! Yuk! Disgrace! 16-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Vote no .. .a real man wants pussy ...and a real women wants a slog....a 
vote for yes is a bad sign to sick and mentally ill people who think its ok 
...they say love is love ...the next thing is the yes people will be saying you 
can marry your pets ....i telling you know the world is screwed if you let 
these muppets get want they want 14-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

As Tony Perkins of FRC said in his update yesterday, "While activists like to 
claim that pedophilia is a completely distinct orientation from 
homosexuality, evidence shows a disproportionate overlap between the 
two. About a third of all child sex abuse cases involve men molesting boys--
and in one study, 86% of such men identified themselves as homosexual or 
bisexual. Try as they might, gays and lesbians can't shrug off the link. This is 
a homosexual problem."

Think about that for a moment. Homosexuals comprise less than three 
percent of the population, yet are responsible for one-third of all child sex 
abuse cases. There is an overwhelming correlation between homosexual 
preference and pedophilia. This is further evidence that homosexuality is in 
fact sexual deviancy. For this reason alone, no homosexual should be 
elevated to the United States Supreme Court. 14-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

A VERY WRONG THING TO DO ~ CHILDREN MUST NEVER BE PLACED WITH 
ANY SS COUPLES BECAUSE THEIR MINDS BECOME CONFUSED AND 
EVENTUALLY SOME DO COMMIT SUICIDE DUE TO THEIR CONFUSED STATE 
OF MIND. THIS IS ANOTHER FORM OF CHILD ABUSE AND THE SOONER THIS 
PRACTISE IS REVERSED ~ THE LESSER SUICIDES THERE WILL BE AND MORE 
HAPPIER CHILDREN WILL GROW INTO ADULTHOOD KNOWING THAT THEY 
ARE NORMAL HUMAN-BEINGS.....O.L. 12-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Feel so sorry for this child, will be raised and abused by sickos for the rest 
of it's life! Courts And government have blood on there hands!!!! 14-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Disgusting!!!! They might as well legalise aids and hiv! And they think this is 
normal for when children and teenagers come across it !!!!!! 16-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

WHO CARES WHAT HOMOSEXUALS THINK. THEY ARE DEFECTIVE TO BEGIN 
WITH NOT BEING ABLE TO RECOGNISE THE OPPOSITE AND LUST OVER THE 
SAME VERY MENTALLY DELUSIONAL INDEED AND WHEN THEY REALISE 
THEY CANNOT PROCREATE THAT WAY BECAUSE NATURE JUST DOES NOT 
ALLOW IT THEY CRIMINALLY DEVISE WAYS TO STEAL THEM OF NORMAL 
HETERO HUMAN BEINGS. THEY DONT EVEN UNDERSTAND THE WORD 
BIGOT IN MUCH THE WAY THEY ARE UNAWARE OF THEIR ABNORMALITY 17-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

...p.s. I have no doubt that soon after the equality gets up, LGBTIQ will be 
amended to LGBTIQ- "P" for pedophile 16-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment Yeah what an absolute crock the hitler youth alphabet people are 16-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

A more viable solution is to provide a "special school" for those that 
need/want a Rainbow Education. After all we are talking about 3% of the 
population 15-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Im so sick to death hearing about these filthy, perverted, sick, mentally 
insane Alphabet Freaks. I wish they'd all find a very high building or cliff and 
go flying without a parachute. Do the world a favour! (angry face) 14-Oct-17
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Facebook 
comment

Totally agree with you... put them all on an island and see what happens! 
They are freaks! But the governments globally supporting this are even 
more freaky. 15-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Lgbtiq definition of gender identity doesnt exist in the real world. the real 
world believes and accept only on etruth ie: Girl = vagina boy = penis. 
Theres nothing in between nor either side apart from rare disorders. No 
amount of fabled or synthetic engineered outcomes can ever change that. 
U may want to beleive it can, but its impossible. No person can be 
synthetically altered in that way. Gender is made of chromosomes which 
determine the above, ie. boy/girl. Gender is not fluid and can never be 
transcribed. A man becoming a woman = feminine male. A woman 
becoming a man = masculine female. BUT none of the above equate to a 
complete conversion, despite how many bits u chop and change, how 
many texts are written on the subject, or how many people suppport your 
claim. There is no further room for synthetic creations based on contrary of 
logic and realism to deliver an articficial prodcut that fits in a newfound 
revised category, dressed up made to look as a pre existing and always 
belonging. Gender is not determined by emotion, feelings, psychology and 
all the other fluffy stuff the lgbtiq says. The fact is not accepting your 
assigned body, gender, sexuality as awarded by birth is a disorder and most 
certaintly a mental illness none of the the lgbtiq community want to own. 
Their claims are a synthetic fabrication of unreasonable, illogical 
explainations created by supporting new age fibsters to give the illusion of 
a natural normality in what really is a disastrous abnormality or mental 
illness of the mind. It's cheaper to have everyone believe being lgbti1 is 
normal than to have the state acknowledge and fund research/treatment 
for this curse. The word 'Gender' originates from the word 'Genitalia'... only 
a confused fool would not see the link. Im sorry u had to hear it from me 
and not your folks... u know, Mum & Dad! 12-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

... i cant fathom how these people dont accept their own gender or 
sexuality as awarded by birth, yet expect us to accept the perverted 
lifestule choices they make, declaring it normal, born this way, natural, etc. 
A natural mating of sexes allows for reproduction. Considering lgbti lifestyle 
is unstainable and cant naturally reproduce their kind would become 
extinct... Natural or not? Natures way of killing the disease perhaps. 12-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Stupid Puffffffffffffs go and have a brain transplant, and a sex change, you 
need both, you cant live without the other, freaks need to be in it to win it, 
pedophines take over 13-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment Evil perversion, sodomy, lavatory lust, are the true names for it. 11-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

It's disgusting to vote yes to redefine something for people who don't meet 
the criteria. Keep your feral acts in the bedroom I say - we won't accept it 
being mainstream 19-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

As i keep saying, its really called evil, perverted lust, sodomy, defiling the 
body, lavatory lust & most of all, the Abomination of Mankind. Why would 
we want to legalize this evil crap? Oh, i forgot, mainly because of low life in 
high places. 21-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Pack of freak, gone-wrongs making demands to be accepted as normal, 
dragging 'normal' into the sewers! Go away and keep your dirty little 
secrets where they belong! (poo emoji) 21-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

The gays arent the problem. It's the confused freaks that are wasting 
oxygen. 21-Oct-78
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Facebook 
comment

Reality is that homosexuality is a psychological disorder, (i.e. male homos 
descriminate and have a phobia of females and vice versa) phobias are a 
psychological disorder. 

Same sex marriage is not something that normal people should have to 
bow to, nor should society be obliged to pander to the demands of a 
minority as a social experiment that would undoubtedly affect all members 
of society and particularly impact the future well being of the children of 
people who actually do procreate as nature intends.

Our children, conceived by natural process of normal male and female 
union, have gradually become the crash-test-dummies for a minority who 
themselves will not produce any offspring, but seek to conduct social 
experiments with the children of others. 

If homos wish to experiment with the rearing of children, then they can 
procreate their own children, and leave the children of others for their 
natural parents to raise. 09-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Put your goods back int he closet, where they belong, along with this 
rubbish ! it's not a priority, and senseless waste of money.. Xtians don't like 
you and so they shouldn't, you are caught up in an evil web, your soul is 
damaged, and you will suffer the wrath, and be judged..Heal yourself 
friend.. 18-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Homosexuals are out of control. No one loves them least of them 
themselves. Now they are inflicting their sad weird lifestyle choices on 
people and if they don't agree with weirdness then people get bullied by 
sad homosexuals. 12-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

Homosexuality is an abomination to God! Always has been, always will be. 
Immorality shall not inherit the kingdom of God. This is immorality being 
put on our children. VOTE NO!! If you haven't voted. 17-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

I have a uni degree that took 5 years study..I vote no. My view is they are 
the degenerates. 27-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

I demand safe schools, all the LBGTQWERTY's to be excluded from 
attending and sent to their own LBGTQWERTY school 17-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Jay Forrest "You're no better than bullies at a school who drive said LGBTQI 
community to suicide" (quoting an above comment, then says:) they 
commit suicide because they have a mental disorder 22-Oct-17

Twitter post

GAY Marriage is a front for Pedophilia & Sexualisation of Children, like in 
US. #VoteNO @ACLobby #auspol #GoggleboxAU #BacheloretteAU #sahof 
pic.twitter.com/8G59x1ogvi 12-Oct-17

Twitter post

On the other hand, if you dont think paedophilia, incest etc are that 
great.....
you had better vote No
#voteNO 12-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment ...to be gay is a brain deformity and should be corrected' 07-Oct-17

Twitter post

#Paedophilia is a #LGBTQ disorder not #hetrosexual

#SSM will only encourage it to become mainstream where kids will suffer

it's ok #VoteNo 29-Sep-17
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Facebook 
comment

What is love when gays say they love each other? Its selfish sexual fetish 
lust which is peverse. A selfish sexually gratifying fetish pleasurizing lust. 
Theres no love. Hetro marriage is love because they give each other a child. 
They genetically build a human being which needs balance of male and 
female sexes. Love means to give. Gays give eachother selfish sexual fetish 
depraved love and they want to call it marriage. You guys are clowns living 
in sexual fetish fantasy land. 11-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

I am a total homophobe and proud no voter and i am not a poofter!!!! An 
why might I ask is there a picture of a couple of dirty faggots on the 
Respect Australia page??? Dirty bum jockeys. that is the last thing i want to 
look at!!! 22-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment Sodomites! Get rid of these sick degenerates, send them to Afghanistan! 22-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

These LGBT's are like the Black Plague in Rainbow. God help our children 
having to be molested and shafted by these disease ridden rodents. What 
has our Government turned into. This stuff is blood disgusting, and should 
never be promoted 21-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

I swear I'll fucken kill this little twig looking yellow cunt fuck all faggots I 
actually hope you will never be happy you fucken cringe cunts 18-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

Pity the alphabet people weren't expelled from humanity, they have NO 
right to force feed society OR children with their sick twister depravity 21-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

(Article shared on Respect Australia Rally page where a gay woman claims 
that up to 50% of school aged children might be gay) in response Garry says 
"Making a comment like that you sick b**** you need a flogging with a 
stock whip" 20-Oct-17

Facebook post

This is the woman behind safe schools... Grooming and confusing kids 
about their sexuality and gender is her agenda making them easy pickings 
for pedophiles.... there is a lot more to the yes vote then just ssm... unless 
your a pedo yourself, vote no...
And don't think this predator isn't confusing our uni students as well.. 21-Oct-17

Facebook post
if you vote yes you are also saying yes to to beastiality, under age sex, 
pedophiles, safe schools under age marriage, and the list goes on 24-Oct-17

Facebook post

Image stating:If you belong in this bathroom (male symbol) and you follow 
my daughter or my wife into this bathroom (female symbol) you'll end up 
in this bathroom (disabled symbol) 24-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

They are enabling pedophilia and may be pedophiles themselves. Under a 
good government they would be hung for treason. 24-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Quite animalistic isn't it. What will the world become with this lot running 
it. What next, legalising paedos and beastiality. Wrong,wrong,wrong on ALL 
levels. 19-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

The gay pedophiles that have dreamed this sort of future up for our kids 
will be stopped, vote no. 19-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Sorry Josh....The Bible is very clear that homosexuality is unhealthy, 
unnatural and anal sex is revolting, disgusting and like throwing your family 
jewels in a pile of shit...eventually you will be wearing nappies when your 
anus is destroyed. (Romans chapter 1) Get your DNA examined, if the 
scientists say you are a boy then you are a BOY. I am a mother and a 
grandmother and I have been through a thing or two...I do not hate you, I 
am not homophobic, I never want to see you bullied...I in fact love you and 
wants whats best for you. You are now on my prayer list....... 06-Jan-17

Facebook 
comment

 disgusting program and indoctrination agenda from the lgbt gaystapo..... I 
keep very close tabs on my sons' school and I will not hesitate to pull them 
out if I see anything of the sort come into their classrooms........ 04-Jul-17
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Facebook 
comment

hame on these so called professionals experimenting on children, they're 
no better than the Nazies in WW2 21-Jun-17

Facebook 
comment Burn in hell you confused, butch man-girl pedo :@ 19-Jun-17
Facebook 
comment

Sick Fucks! Need hanging!
12-May-17

Facebook 
comment

 Jews run Australia- NWO agenda to promote gays, lesbians and 
transgenders because they don't breed 12-May-17

Facebook 
comment

VICTORIAN UNIVERSITIES ARE TURNING OUT "DEGENERATES" WITH 
DEGREES & INFILTRATING OUR SCHOOLS. AUSTRALIAN CHILDREN ARE IN 
DANGER OF LOSING THEIR INNOCENCE THROUGH "GENDER BENDER" 
PROGRAMS DIRECTED AT 6 YEAR OLDS. PARENTAL CONTROL IS "UNDER 
THREAT" TO PAEDOPHILIC GROOMING "WITHIN OUR SCHOOLS"!!! 14-May-17

Facebook 
comment

never seen a "P" before, I heard a lecture talk about this. Look up what it 
stands for? 
[picture of a poster which reads: 
Lesbian 
Gay
Bisexual 
Transgender
Pedosexual] 06-Aug-17

Facebook 
comment

Yes.One of their aims is to legalise “Sodomy”
PEDOPHILIA Advocate: Gary W. Dowsett

The Victorian LABOR governments’ ministerial advisor on the Safe Schools 
Program Gary Dowsett is a PEDOPHILIA advocate and was overseeing the 
organisation that came up with the Safe Schools Program now in over 230 
Victorian Public Schools. Gary Dowsett STATED “First, we have three 
legal/social questions to win: custody right for gay men and lesbians; the 
legal rights of paedophiles and their young lovers…”. Gary Dowsett wrote 
“How different then is that gentle, tentative sexuality between parent and 
child from the love of a paedophile and his/her lover?” 11-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

Here is the Pedophilia Advocate Gary Dowsett 
[picure of a poster which depicts Gary Dowsett and reads: PAEDOPHILLIA 
SHOULD be part of the gay movement, it must be recognised as a wider 
sexual liberation - Gary Dowsett - Safe Schools"] 11-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

Safe schools is some sick perverted pedophiles idea of how to infiltrate the 
education system with filth. The far left seems to love all things perverted 09-Mar-17

Facebook post

PEDOPHILE WRITTEN AND ENDORSED SAFE SCHOOL PROGRAM BEING 
PUSHED ON SEVERELY DISABLED CHILDREN IN VICTORIA UNDER ANDREW'S 
DIRTY LABOR GOVERNMENT. 05-Mar-17

Facebook 
comment

This is sick and an idea of sick minded people, it opens the door for 
pedophiles, yes some sick students think that way, who will be responsible 
when the first rape occurs or the first abduction of a student? 06-Jan-17

Facebook 
comment

its the elite tying to get your kids to follow their pediphile/fluid 
gendering,..why the push for transgender toilets by Obamma,...its the elite 
satanic transgender agenda,...who is watching the children? 06-Jan-17

Facebook post

[Poster which depicts a National Geographic magazine cover and which 
reads: 'Body Dysmophia is a Mental Disorder - Promoting it in youth is 
CHILD ABUSE'] 22-Dec-16

Facebook 
comment A machine-gun, & couple of belts, would fix the problem. 16-Feb-16
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Facebook 
comment

here comes there filth and sick ideas //many will be to afraid to stand those 
who choose to stand against these sick vile ideas will suffer persecution be 
pointed at yelled at called names i am one WHO WILL STAND AGAINST 
THESE SICK IDEAS AND WILL TEACH MY 12 CHILDREN TO STAND ALSO NO 
MATTER WHAT THEY THROW AT US 27-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Total and absolute abuse and defilement of inoccent little children for 
there own gratification, thats called grooming and its evil yo the core 27-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Castrated, hung, drawn and quartered and their heads put on poles 
accompanied by the heads of our dumb and dumber politicians to line the 
streets of Canberra. If it weren't for the fact even that might be insufficient 
punishment! 27-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Disgusting being transgender is a serious mental illness that goes against 
nature 23-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Randomly selecting 100 people... if only 5 or 10 in a 100 are different than 
that is odd and should be kept behind the doors, or if it makes life difficult 
there are professionals to help. But 100 people dont need to change 
because of hte minority... sexual gender problems (others go on to ask if 
Aboriginal populations should be kept behind the doors- possibly 
suggesting genocide? and another asks if desabled people should also be 
kept behind doors) 24-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Man to be with man, or woman to be with woman is the ABOMINATION OF 
MANKIND. They are not teaching real sex education, only that perverted 
evil lust, sodomy, lavatory lust, how to wallow in the sewer etc. Your 
another one of those evil brain dead losers. 23-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

What a disgraceful turn of events... who chose this deviant? probably a gay 
person... they are an insidious cancer on society... (in reference to 
transgender individual winning youth award) 29-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment Hopin these yes voting fukwits knock on my door. Headbutt the fucks 27-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

"Kill it (with angry emojis)- in reference to man dressed in rainbow with 
rainbow penis' attached to him- comment on article about Queer children 25-Oct-17

Twitter post
"lol yea wouldnt want this guy to pack his bags and take his esoteric bag of 
anal diseases somewhere else thats for sure! #VoteNo #VoteYes" 28-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

New govt needed to wipe these sick people from our universities and 
schools and wherever else they are hiding in our society 26-Oct-17

Twitter post
Scratch a fag apologist, find a pedophile enabler #auspol #DingoTwitter 
#VoteYes #VoteNo #MarriageEquality #SameSexMarriage 02-Sep-17

Twitter post
This is all about telling your kids they are gay so pedophiles can touch them 
#voteNo to #ssm 29-Oct-17

Twitter post
transgenders: nerds who sublimate their hatred of women into a fetish 
called autogynephilia, all of this is evident just by looking at them 22-Oct-17

Twitter post
Homosexuality is an immoral lifestyle choice. #Voteno before the survey 
closes! #ssm 26-Oct-17

Twitter post

Have a look at the oral hygiene of Abbotts assailant .
#voteNO for less gay bogans 
#vile
#yuk
#gingivitus 22-Sep-17

Twitter post
There is nothing to be proud about #sewersex. #TurntoChristToday 
#RepentFromSexualSin #RepentFromSin #BeSavedToday #VoteNO 25-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Plea se vote NO consider the safe schooling which is really just grooming 
for peados 29-Oct-17
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Twitter post
Faggot "marriage" is butt one more battle in the self & own-culture-
loathing fascist Left's compulsion  to destroy civilization #auspol 10-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

It's Nazism at its worst, treating vulnerable people as human guinea pigs. 
The fact it is State sanctioned is just beyond criminality, it is genocide. 30-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Common guys. This is not a matter of ethics. Stop being so soft and 
ambiguous with your approach. This is a matter of fundamental, natural, 
primal Human Rights. This is child abuse at its worst. There is no 2 ways 
about it. SSM is a can of rotten worms. Both in a physical and emotional 
terms. 27-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

No No No No , We need CORRECTION back in ORDER That is Man Marries 
Woman ONLY . This is how life started and this is how life should end 26-Oct-17

Other

Poster with a person wearing a t-shirt reading 'Gay and Proud' being shot 
through the head. Text reads: "Get the sodomite filth off our streets" . 
Posters were put up at Swinburne University campus Melbourne and 
reported online by the Sydney Morning Herald and other news outlets 10-Oct

Facebook 
comment

It's extremely important to view this vote as life threatening event for 
humanity and our future generations let's not be caught sleeping while the 
enemy roams like a roaring lion looking for who he can devour and destroy 
it's imperative to vote No to make the correct choice and vote NO on the 
SSM law bill change for everyone's sake God bless you all thank you 24-Oct-17

Other
"This one's from the vault of classic AR pranks" - posting link to news story 
about offensive poster described in entry 0213 - online forum post 30-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

All sex change people should be tattooed so that people who dont agree 
with it know what sex they really are 29-Oct-17

Other

Forum post including images of two posters. One reads "16% of LGBTI 
'people' have attempted suicide, up to 50% of trans 'people' have 
committed suicide. Join your peers, faggots! Get these numbers up!" and 
includes image of a person shooting themself in the head. Poster two 
reads: "Get the sodomite filth off our streets" and includes image of gay 
pride man being shot in the head. 30-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

MISPLACED PRIDE: THE FACTS. Gays 2% of the population, 33% of child 
molesters, 66% of all AIDS cases, 78% have STDS, have a lifespan 30 years 
shorter than normal, 28% of gay men have 1000 or more sexual partners, 
22% of children who had lesbian mothers were sexually touched by a 
parent or other adult, rape and sexual asssault before the age of 16 are 
strongly correlated with homosexual behaviour, homosexuality is three 
times more fatal than smoking or extreme obesity, Gay 'bug chasers' 
promote spread of HIV to unwitting sexual partners. Thats a lot to be proud 
of. 24-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

33% of children in gay/lesbian relationships are molested... let that sink in 
while Sydney is paying and promoting same sex marriage... so the more 
children lives are destroyed so these evil demons can have there sexual 
fantasy... hows the homeless rate and how many kids in foster care? 24-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Sexual deviants corrupting the minds of our littles ones, pushing their 
twisted sadistic views on others making a point to publicly display their 
lunacy and sick agenda. #VOTENO to same sex marriage, test tube babies 
and safe schools programs where primary school children are being told 
they are born genderless and that gender is a choice, if your are biologically 
born a boy or a girl then that is what you are, rather than hormone 
blocking chemicals and chemical castration, the appropriate form of action 
is proper mental health care.

26-Oct-17
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Facebook 
comment It’s okay to say “No!” to Anal Abuse Culture! 30-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

All he is doing is what most people fear...Gat  (sic) community is fine with 
paedophilia. This is just an attempt to get the left wing support. Dirty dog 
this one. 30-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

"Predators always protect predators. Disgusting scum." and James 
Toogood: So there is some confusion between homosexuality and 
paedophilia.... Jason Parker: Same thing 30-Oct-17

Sound recording

Talk back on ABC radio where caller Don stated "I think it’s disgusting that 
she (Victoria's Anti-Discrimination Commissioner) gets out and says ‘we are 
going to support the Yes vote’, instead of saying ‘we haven’t got an opinion 
one way or the other because we should be supporting both sides.’
Hilton explained that her job is to promote equality and reduce 
discrimination within the state, that many other countries have marriage 
equality, and that the push for marriage equality was supported by the 
majority of Australia. Things then turned extremely ugly, when Don asked 
to say one more thing.

"Can I say one more thing? Hitler had put all those kind of people in their 
own concentration camps, it’s one of the two good things he did." "Hitler 
had concentration camps for these gay people, one of the two good things 
he did? The other one was build the autobahn." 30-Oct-17

Website (general)

Photo of a Melbourne poster with a child cowering from two people 
holding rainbow coloured belts being posted up outside the Prime 
Minister's house 30-Oct-17

Website (general)

Great Work Guys , we are protesting in Tamworth with a Van and Trailer 
postered up, they hate us , one yr 12 student said we should be set on fire 
,and she’d do it herself if not for her HSC, and other gays ripped our posters 
off and tried to stand over us , they are gay idiots ,no brains , no morals , 
we have Kids Rights matter all over van but they still shout us out while 
blowing the horn going past us , they should be locked up , Hitler was 
obviously right ,and was a great leader . 31-Oct-17

Other

Sent text message to 1000 contacts with video attachment stating: “You 
want to live with another man or another woman, that’s your own mission. 
Now if you try to make that legal then how about those who cry out loud 
right now, I’m being discriminated, I want to live with four wives, 
polygamous marriages. How about those who come out and then say, I 
want to be a paedophile I want to have a 12-year-old bride ... how about 
the guy who got married to a dog?" 31-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Like us Canada needs a bloody revolution to clean out the loonies cut the 
genetic links for all time (commented on a post entitled 'Canada passes bill 
89 allowing government to seize children from parents opposed to gender 
transition- now the end begins) 31-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Bring on the revolution sharpen up the blades on teh guillotines and have 
IKEA start manafacturing kit gallows (comment on a post about the correct 
use of gendered pronouns) 30-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment Seriously need a Rain Bow cull 01-Nov-17

Facebook 
comment

Watch Teenage suicide soar in the coming years by these political 
correctness tree hugging activists who have destroyed family values & will 
rob kids of a normal upbringing in the hands of these selfish minority 
abnormals.
Vote No for sane Kids 31-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment Say no to poo covered penises as a normal thing 01-Nov-17
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Facebook 
comment

When SSM marriage is defeated we can go to work on banning 
homosexuality. With harsh punishment. 28-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

As a colored (yellow) person, I want the West's white people to stop linking 
the colored peoples to homosexual pervs and transgender idiots. Darker 
skin colors are nothing like sexual sins or willful mental illness. Enough 
insults upon the peoples of colors. 27-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Rose McGowan attacks Kevin Spacey after actor apologises for sexual 
misconduct with 14-year-old boy.. "Gay = Gay Predator = Predator" is what 
she wrote and she is correct there.. Kevin Spacey did what MOST 
homosexuals have traditionally ALWAYS done.. Homosexual predator 
sexual assaults on underage children. 31-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

THAT IS MENTAL RAPE. Statutory rape. She needs to either be locked up for 
the rest of her life, or strapped down to a gurney and put to death. This is a 
violent crime on minors. 24-Nov-16

Facebook 
comment

We need a very secure mental asylum to lock these delusional fools in, 
never to be released and they should have no contact with the outside 
world, their brand of pollution is very tocix and must be stopped 
immediately (comment on a post about the Green's apparent new policy 
that there is only one gender) 31-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Well goodbey Australia (crying face emoji) someone needs to whip these 
pussies back into line I volunteer my services if needed  (comment on a 
post about the Green's apparent new policy that there is only one gender) 31-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment Vote no to disease and mental illness 20-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

No child deserve the childhood you had. It is child abuse. That is why voting 
no is so important. 
You are a true man to come out with the reality of this. 28-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment Vote no to gays 31-Oct-17
Facebook 
comment

Gods word says that same sex relationships are an abomination to God.It is 
a detestable sin 30-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

All liars thieves and the sexually immoral will have their place in the lake of 
fire. Sexual immorality is any sexual activity out side of marriage between a 
man and women 31-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

The End of Civilisation as we know it. The Left Socialist are infiltrating like 
never before ,Changing the way of our family structure 
Poisoning the mind of the students and our children 
Homosexuality is now portrayed as the norm instead a abnormality of 
nature.  Your sexuality Is not real, if you are a man you could be a woman 
or one of the 256 genders your choice just on your say so ,Get your 
passport Gender changed No problem 31-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

I did vote no and 58 members of my family vote no to perverse sex 
marriage originated from Sodom and Gomorrah disgusting imoral perverse 
sex 30-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Vote NO!! This has Nothing to do with equal rights and Everything to do 
with the spread of a Leftist Socialist Ideology that will be able to Bully, 
Dictate and Enforce Discrimination Laws upon Everyone, even those who 
just want the Right to bring up their Children with an understanding that a 
family needs a Father and Mother as parents. We must come together and 
put a stop to this otherwise we lose the Values of this Great Nation to 
Political Correctness and these are Facts Not Propaganda like what is used 
from the Left. Look at the people being sued, fined and even sacked from 
their workplace in France, England, Sweeden, Canada and America they 
want to Force their Agenda on the rest of us. 16-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

more like yes to the start of the degradation of society! I voted no and 
proud of it. 16-Oct-17
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Facebook 
comment

YOULE WISH IT WAS JOKING WHEN THE HOMOGAYS COME FOR THE 
STRATE PEOPLE AND THE CHILDREN WHEN THAY GET THERE GAY ADJENDA 
IN THE GOVERMINT 31-Oct-17

Facebook post

We are all good people!
"We are normal healthy people!"
"We are not mentally ill!"
"The American Psychiatric Association lied about homosexuality so we 
pressured them to remove it from the DSM in 1973!"
"There is no homosexual agenda!"
"We are not after your children!"
"Children are sexual from birth!"
"We are not perverts!"
"We are proud people!"
"Children have the right to express their sexuality too!"
"We are just showing pride!"
"We don't know why people hate us!"
"We don't care because love wins!"
"We won't stop!"
"We won't quit!"
"We will shove it in your face 24/7"
"We will win!
"Born this way!"
"Love is Love!"
"No H8"

[picture of Jared from Subway in various poses, with the words "Subway 
Jared"] 31-Oct-17

Facebook post

Librarians📚📚📚📚 are saying that sodomy, genital mutilation, steroid abuse, 
and crossdressing is okay.

27-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

8 year old Asia Monet Ray is coached to dance with grown men at the 
LONG BEACH PRIDE2014 This is disturbing to anyone who has a healthy 
functioning brain. An 8 year old girl has no business performing seductively 
in anything with grown men. Pedophilia the unclean acts on the LGBT 
homosexual agenda... 
LGBT are destroying the minds of potential great generations. 26-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

You might as well hand over your children to the paedophiles who are 
running safe schools if you vote yes. If you think that you can opt out, think 
again. Your children no longer belongs to you but the state. We've seen this 
happening in places where same-sex marriage has been legalized. 

Vote No to protect your children from the paedophiles. Oh, did I say YOUR 
children? 25-Oct-17

Twitter post

So Spacey clearly confirms the link between homosexuality and 
paedophilia. 

Apparently one can excuse such behaviour if one is gay! 30-Oct-17
Facebook 
comment

Gays trying to  justify disgusting acts by pedos. Your community won't be 
happy with that 01-Nov-17

Facebook 
comment

Gay rapist predator his all of the above and all the gays are trying to 
protect him and justify his attack, this tells you everything you need to 
know 01-Nov-17

Facebook 
comment

The world has gone crazy… why are they giving in to these mentally ill 
minorities? They need help, not enabling 17-Nov-17

Facebook 
comment Vile and Disgusting Agenda , protect our young ones Vote No !. 12-Oct-17
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Facebook 
comment

Eternal shame- lgtb are running austalia- where's democracy- no vote to 
thugs 🇦🇦🇦🇦🇦🇦🇦🇦🇦🇦🇦🇦🇦🇦🇦🇦🇦🇦🇦🇦 17-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Well wouldn't be be the first it's time I seen a selfish pig headed yes voter 
with absolutely no intelligence. Biggest hipocrits 12-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

Well they are gay, what do you expect. Something wrong with their head, 
highly emotional and gayly over reacted 01-Nov-17

Facebook 
comment

Sam Helou What else do you expect from men that are sucking cock all day. 
Of course only filth is going to come out of their mouth.

27-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

Gday Adam & Steve of the Gaystapo.Equal does not mean the same. 
Natural marriage will always be Natural marriage, no matter how the vote 
goes. I urge you all to start using the term Natural Marriage whenever its a 
heterosexual marriage. 18-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

I just want to say that the spirit behind the adam and Steve agenda is 
hatred, murder and control. So... Adam and Steve can go fuck em selves... 
or each other. Whatever they want. Aids didn't come from heterosexual 
relationships. Just sayin. 18-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment

Remember: a Yes vote is a vote for pedophiles in schools. Everyone who 
votes Yes is directly responsible for any pedophiles infiltrating schools via 
the Safe Schools Trojan horse. 18-Sep-17

Facebook 
comment Sodmites are the devil. VOTE no 30-Sep-17

Pamphlet in mail

As mums we've come to learn the importanct of voting No to changing the 
marriage law. A Yes vote will mean radical LGBTIQ sex and gender 
education programs will become compulsory in our kids' classrooms. It's 
how the law works. It's already happened in countries like Canada and will 
happen here in Australia. Every vote counts, so don't wait. Send in your No 
vote right away, while there's still time to push back. We will not get 
another chance.If you think parents deserve a right to have a say about 
what their kids are taught in schools then you must vote and you must vote 
No. Together, we can stop this radical gay lobbyist agenda. 20-Oct-17

Facebook post
Gay cunts fuck off people can vote no if they want to you stupid poofta 
cunts I hope all of you die 04-Nov-17

Twitter post
The girls want to party. The men want to rape small boys. Sorry if its 
confusing. #VoteNo to #SSM 11-Oct-17

Twitter post
Same people, same rainbow same agenda. The hateful fascists leading your 
own movement say so #Fool VOTENO #auspol 11-Sep-17

Facebook post

"Supporters of SSM who try to argue that it's only about gay marriage and 
not linked to any other issues- are either profoundly stupid or just plain 
dishonest Vote NO Folks" (comment attached to shared post. The original 
post stated: "Paedophilia should be a part of the gay movement, it must be 
legally recognised as a wider sexual liberation"- Gary Dowsett- Safe 
Schools") 17-Aug-17

Twitter post
If you can't tell the difference between a hens party and gays men seeking 
young kids, you really are #partoftheproblem 10-Oct-17

Facebook 
comment

I cant count the times I've changd channels, because of that totally unfunny 
immature faggott!!! 01-Aug-17
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Facebook post

Anyone who supports same sex marriage must also be in support of 
bestiality and paedophilia. If you did not already know. They are going to 
push both of these agendas through the LGBT community, They have 
already began brainwashing kids in public schools teaching kids oral sex, 
masturbation with objects and anal sex. Our laws are changing cause 
people are so easily misled. And buy into propoganda bullshit and fake 
news articles. Look after your children. Turn the telly off and get back to 
nature. Before its too late... in case you havent noticed they are slowly 
taking nature away from us. We are becoming bosessed with materials and 
celebrities. Time to wake up. Be honest with yourself. Do you really support 
same sex marriage or you just on the bandwagon?? Unknown

Twitter post

hands off our kids! #ItsNotMarriage #VoteNo #FuckingPoofs #VoteYes 
#MarriageEquality #Marriagequality #SameSexMarriage 
#VoteFromTheRooftops with image stating "Anal marriage Australia says 
no"

Website (general)

Critics of the homosexual lifestyle have long claimed that once it became 
acceptable to identify homosexuality as simply an “alternative lifestyle” or 
sexual orientation, logically nothing would be off limits according to The 
Northern Colorado Gazette.

“Gay” advocates have taken offense at such a position insisting this would 
never happen. However, psychiatrists are now beginning to advocate 
redefining pedophilia in the same way homosexuality was redefined several 
years ago. 
When asked if he should be comparing pedophiles to homosexuals, Van 
Gijseghem replied, “If, for instance, you were living in a society where 
heterosexuality is proscribed or prohibited and you were told that you had 
to get therapy to change your sexual orientation, you would probably say 
that that is slightly crazy. In other words, you would not accept that at all. I 
use this analogy to say that, yes indeed, pedophiles do not change their 
sexual orientation.” 10-Oct-17

Twitter post
Tweet: "We revisited Melbourne CBD last night. Conservatives can't stop 
homosexuality. Only National Socialism can." with 4 images of poster 7-Nov-17

Website (general) "Fags are unnatural and should just be killed" 19 Sep

Other

Graffiti on building of dentist where gay man works stating "Fuck the gays 
vote no" and "Vote not vote no" (building graffitied twice); harassing calls 
to dental practice 10-Nov-17

Unclear - seem to 
be messages from 
within an app. 
Have sought 
more information 
from Jason 
Erdmann.

"Ugly you fucking smell like fucking poofter you fucking cunt and you stink 
like one you fucking dog"; "I wouldn't vote for yes for poofter like you"; "No 
something Poofter you're ugly like your mother"; "Poofter poofter poofter 
ugly fucking mother poofter"; "A fucking dog you're a fucking poofer smelly 
now can say it you fucking stink when I see you and smell get a fucking life 
you fucking ugly poofter"; "I'm not fucking scared of her okay dog get 
fucked up the arse is that why you go to Queensland you fucking ugly dog 
your partner knows you're ugly"; "Nothing to say you're fat and ugly 
poofter"; "No T fucker". 16-Sept-17

Opinion piece 
Goondiwindi 
Argus

Opinion piece implying that legalisation of SSM will pave the way to soften 
laws regulating paedophilia - uncertain whether this is vilification. Eg: "The 
grey area is the dangerous, ever present homosexual paedophile who 
own’t be content with lawful same-sex relationships, they will promote 
same-sex marriage (probably for the same reasons as bill) in order to attack 
moral, social and spiritual considerations." 20-Nov-17
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Video/animation

If same sex marriage is legalised parenting will be immediately revised to 
replace it with a term of 'legal parent'. This will result in all children only 
having legal parents as defined by the government. By legally erasing 
biological parenthoos in this way, the government ignors children's 
foremost right which is their natural desire to know and be raised by their 
own biological parents. This is a form of child abuse and the government 
has absolutely no right at all to interfere with how parents raise their 
children....SSM not only depricves children of their won rights to natural 
parentage, it gives the state the power to override the autonomy of 
piological parents which means parental rights will be taken away by the 
government, adding to the elites goal of the destruction of the family 
unit...It will be discrimination to say that marriage is between a man and a 
woman or that every child should his or her marriaed biological parents, 
and yu can be prosecuted under new laws with tens of thousands of dollars 
in legal fees....The instane political leftists and oscial justice warrior lunative 
will cann you redneck, racist and bigot and because your beliefs, values and 
opinions are different to theirs you risk losing your professional license, job 
or business and even your children...They are insane to the point where 
they are incapable of seeng the truth and 30 years ago they would have 
been sent to a mental asylum and geavily medicated...The government will 
have access into your home to supervise you as a parent, to judge your 
suitability and if the government doesn't like what you are teaching your 
children then they will attempt to remove them from your home....SSM is 
yet another tool by the elite, via the United Nations, to erode your 
freedoms even more until they are in complete control of every aspect of 
your life. Unless you vote no in Australia on the plebiscite for SSM all of 20-Nov-17

Video/animation
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replace it with a term of 'legal parent'. This will result in all children only 
having legal parents as defined by the government. By legally erasing 
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piological parents which means parental rights will be taken away by the 
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unit...It will be discrimination to say that marriage is between a man and a 
woman or that every child should his or her marriaed biological parents, 
and yu can be prosecuted under new laws with tens of thousands of dollars 
in legal fees....The instane political leftists and oscial justice warrior lunative 
will cann you redneck, racist and bigot and because your beliefs, values and 
opinions are different to theirs you risk losing your professional license, job 
or business and even your children...They are insane to the point where 
they are incapable of seeng the truth and 30 years ago they would have 
been sent to a mental asylum and geavily medicated...The government will 
have access into your home to supervise you as a parent, to judge your 
suitability and if the government doesn't like what you are teaching your 
children then they will attempt to remove them from your home....SSM is 
yet another tool by the elite, via the United Nations, to erode your 
freedoms even more until they are in complete control of every aspect of 
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